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a b s t r a c t
In this paper, we discuss the importance of information systems in modeling interactive
computations performed on (complex) granules and we propose a formal approach to
interactive computations based on generalized information systems and rough sets which
can be combined with other soft computing paradigms such as fuzzy sets or evolutionary
computing, but also with machine learning and data mining techniques. Information
systems are treated as dynamic granules used for representing the results of the interaction
of attributes with the environment. Two kinds of attributes are distinguished, namely,
the perception attributes, including sensory attributes, and the action attributes. Sensory
attributes are the basic perception attributes, other perception attributes are constructed
on the basis of the sensory ones. Actions are activated when their guards, being often
complex and vague concepts, are satisfied to a satisfactory degree. The guards can be
approximated on the basis of measurements performed by sensory attributes rather than
defined exactly. Satisfiability degrees for guards are results of reasoning called the adaptive
judgment. The approximations are induced using hierarchical modeling. We show that
information systems can be used for modeling more advanced forms of interactions in
hierarchical modeling. The role of hierarchical interactions is emphasized in the modeling
of interactive computations. Some illustrative examples of interactions used in the ACT-R
6.0 system are reported. ACT-R 6.0 is based on a cognitive architecture and can be treated as
an example of a highly interactive complex granule which can be involved in hierarchical
interactions. For modeling of interactive computations, we propose much more general
information systems than the studied dynamic information systems (see, e.g., Ciucci (2010)
[8] and Pałasiński and Pancerz (2010) [32]). For example, the dynamic information systems
are making it possible to consider incremental changes in information systems. However,
they do not contain the perception and action attributes necessary formodeling interactive
computations, in particular for modeling intrastep interactions.
© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The idea of interactive computing stems from many fields in computer science, such as concurrent processes, non-
terminating reactive processes, e.g., operating systems, distributed systems, distributed nets and object-oriented program-
ming (see [77,78,18,28,26]). One of the first reasons for introducing this idea was to give formal models of concurrent
processes. This became even more important when operating systems were introduced. Such systems, by definition, run
in parallel with every process executed at the same time on a given computer. They are non-terminating processes which
do not have clearly specified output and, by their nature, are aimed at a dynamic interaction with other parallel processes.
Such interaction cannot be predicted in advance and depends on external clients, as well as on parallel processes.
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the wisdom equation, where AJ denotes adaptive judgment module, AM—action (plan) module, KB—knowledge base module, I—
interactions, and e—environment.
Interactive systems have a huge learning potential and are highly adaptive. Interactive agents adapt dynamically and
harness their environment to achieve goals. Interacting algorithms can not only learn knowledge from experience, which
is also done by classical non-interacting learning algorithms, but also change themselves during the learning process in
response to experience. This property creates an open space for a new technology called Wisdom technology (Wistech)
[20,21,30] and, moreover, in the case of intelligent agents this technology becomes inevitable. Intelligent agents make
decisions during dynamic interactions within their environment. To meet this challenge, they need to use complex vague
concepts. In Wistech, wisdom is a property of algorithms; it is the adaptive ability of making correct judgments to a
satisfactory degree in the face of real-life constraints (e.g. time constraints) [20,21]. These decisions are made on the basis of
knowledge possessed by an agent. Thus in Wistech, wisdom is expressed metaphorically by the so called wisdom equation
(see also Fig. 1):
wisdom = knowledge+ adaptivejudgment + interactions.
The adaptive ability means the ability to improve the judgment process quality taking, into account agent experience.
Adaptation to the environment on the basis of the perceived results of interactions and agent knowledge is needed, since,
e.g., agents make decisions using concepts which are approximated by classification algorithms (classifiers) and these
approximations are changed over time as a result of the adaptation of classifiers on evolving data and knowledge. The
wisdom equation suggests also another interaction of a higher order: agents which make decisions based on ongoing
experience, which is particular, apply possessed knowledge, which is general. Therefore, making decisions in itself is a kind
of a logical interaction between general knowledge and particular experience. Vague concepts in this case help cover the
gap between generality and particularity, while Wisdom technology is required to improve decision making.
From the point of view of Wistech, data mining or discovery systems should be also interactive with users and domain
experts. They should be more like laboratories. For example, experts can suggest some hypothesis which a system tries to
verify and asks for help in the case it is unable to perform this task. This view is consistent with [7] (see, page 3 of Foreword):
Tomorrow, I believe, every biologist will use computer to define their research strategy and specific aims, manage their
experiments, collect their results, interpret their data, incorporate the findings of others, disseminate their observations,
and extend their experimental observations – through exploratory discovery and modeling – in directions completely
unanticipated.
Let us shortly discuss some aspects of interactions related to learning of complex concepts. In the discovery of
relevant patterns for the approximation of such concepts it is necessary to discover relevant approximation spaces, e.g.,
neighborhoods, inclusion measures, [56,55,65]. A new neighborhood may be based on new discovered features (see, e.g.,
[27,25,19]). Such new features may be based on the discovery of the relevant structures of objects. In this paper, we discuss
how the discovery of relevant structural objects may be supported by information systems. Note that this process is often
hierarchical and interactions occur between constructed granules by a given agent on different hierarchical levels and
between the levels. Granules are constructed on different levels by means of actions performed on granules from lower
levels, and then the quality of the granules constructed on higher levels is evaluated. In the case the quality is not satisfactory,
new actions on the higher levels should be activated in searching for the construction of relevant granules. Observe that
the concepts initiating actions are often drift in time. Hence, the searching process, or the discovery process, for relevant
granules should be adaptive. Moreover, the satisfiability of the approximated concepts is usually not binary, but can be
expressed as satisfiability to a degree only. Hence, mechanisms for conflict resolution between different concepts voting for
initiating different actions should be developed/learned/discovered, analogously to the voting mechanism between rules
in the case of rule-based classifiers. Another problem is related to the propagation of the satisfiability degrees of concepts
through hierarchical levels. Here, the rough set approach proposes to use approximate reasoning schemes discovered from
data or acquired from domain experts [5,52]. In reinforcement learning [68,54], the main task is to learn the approximation
of function Q (s, a), where s, a denote a global state of the system and an action performed by an agent ag , respectively,
and the real value of Q (s, a) describes the reward for executing action a in state s. In the approximation of function Q (s, a)
probabilistic models are used. However, for compound real-life problems it may be hard to build such models for such
a compound concept as Q (s, a) [74]. One can consider another approach to the approximation of Q (s, a) based on an
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ontology approximation. The approach is based on the assumption that in a dialog with experts, an additional knowledge
can be acquired, making it possible to create a ranking of values Q (s, a) for different actions a in given state s. In the
explanation given by an expert about the possible values of Q (s, a), concepts from a special ontology are used. Then, by
using this ontology, one can follow hierarchical learning methods to learn the approximations of concepts from ontology.
Such concepts can have a temporal character too. This means that the ranking of actions may depend not only on the actual
action and the state, but also on actions performed in the past and changes caused by these actions often performed in
unpredictable environment. This causes the judgment process for selecting actions should be adaptive. All the discussed
tasks belong to the tasks of the adaptive judgment.
Our approach to interactive computations is based on rough sets [35,36] and granular computing [80,81,44]. Rough set
based methods are often used in combination with other soft computing approaches such as fuzzy sets [79,83] because this
often leads to better results than each approach separately (see, e.g., [31]).
The aim of this paper is to show that information systems play a special role in the modeling of interactive computations
based on objects called granules [44]. Granules can be of complex types starting from elementary granules, such as
indiscernibility or similarity classes [41–43], to more complex ones, such as decision rules, sets of decision rules, classifiers,
clusters, time windows or their clusters, sequences of time windows or processes, agents or teams of agents. Granular
interactive computations are used as a basis for perception based computing [82,62].
We begin recalling the basic concepts of rough sets (Section 2) and the basic ideas of interactive computing
(Section 3). Then, we present some simple examples of interactions between different granules related to information
systems (Section 4). Next, in Section 5, we present a general scheme of interactions. On the basis of this scheme we
introduce interactive attributes. They are based on relational structures and partial information on their interaction with
environments. Somemore advanced representations of sensorymeasurements such as sets of information systems, clusters
of information systems, or relational structures over information systems can be also considered. The role of these more
complex structures for adaptive judgment and their relationships to the existing approaches (see, e.g., [4,9]) will be
considered elsewhere.
In the definition of an attribute, two components are important. The first one is defined by a relational structure and
the second one is representing partial information about the results of the interactions of the relational structure with the
environment. Information systems are used to represent the partial information (Section 4). We distinguish two kinds of
interactive attributes: perception attributes, with a special subclass of sensory attributes, and action attributes (Section 7).
Our approach generalizes the concept of information systems, known from the literature from static information systems
[35,36,41] to interactive dynamic ones, which allows us to use such information systems in the modeling of interactive
computations. In particular, these information systems are used for representation of granules and their properties as well
as the results of interactions among different granules.
The interaction schemes of sensory and action attributes with the environment are described. The actions (plans) are
activated on the basis of satisfiability (to a degree) of concepts defined over atomic formulas based on sensory attributes.
The perception concepts are often complex and hierarchical modeling is necessary to induce the high quality classifiers for
such concepts. We show illustrative examples of the application of information systems in the discovery of the structures
of objects (Section 6). Features of the discovered structural objects can be used in searching for granules relevant for the
approximation of complex concepts. Let us also observe that some granules used in the discovery of structural objects can
be interpreted logically [77,78], when their inputs and outputs are not physical sensors and effectors. An example of logical
granules (objects) can be taken from a hierarchical approach to a multimodal classification [60,20]. In this approach data
models induced within a classifier construction are often the collections of multiple parts in which each piece explains only
a part of the data [60]. These parts can overlap or may not cover all the data. To deal with the problems of overlapping and
insufficient coverage, the hierarchical or layered construction of a classifier is applied [60]. Instead of searching for a single
optimal model, the hierarchy of models is constructed under gradually relaxing conditions [60]. Overlapping granules can
be understood as the interaction between granules from the same level of hierarchy. Insufficient coverage can be seen as
the interaction of the coalition of granules from a given level with its environment. In this approach a model from a higher
level of the hierarchy is constructed on the basis of models from the lower levels. This can be understood as the hierarchical
interaction between granules or coalitions of granules from different levels. From this perspective, the coalitions consisting
of granules from different levels are also possible.
In the last section (Section 8) we shortly discuss ACT-R system taken from artificial intelligence and cognitive science as
an example of a highly interactive complex granule.
In Conclusionswe summarize the presented approach and emphasize its importance in themodeling of complex adaptive
systems. Moreover, we give a piece of information about our current research projects.
This paper is an extension of [61,63].
2. Information systems and rough sets
Rough sets were introduced by Pawlak [34–36] and are aimed at the analysis of information represented by information
systems also called information tables. An information system is a triple1
1 The third component ofA is often omitted if this does not lead to confusion.
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A = ⟨U, A, {Va}a∈A⟩ (1)
where U is a set of objects, A is a set of attributes, and each Va is a value domain of attribute a ∈ A, where a : U −→ Va.
Attributes defined in this way are called deterministic attributes. Deterministic attributes can be understood in two ways. In
the first way, attribute a is a surjective function onto its value domain, i.e. Va = {v | ∃ x ∈ U : a(x) = v}. In such case a
value domain Va consists of attribute values actually possessed by objects. An information system consisting only of such
attributes can be seen as a closed static model aimed only at representing some information. In the second way, attribute
a is an injective function into its value domain, i.e., a is not necessarily onto Va. In this case, the value domain Va contains
attribute values possibly possessed by objects. Typical examples of such attributes are sensory attributes. Values of these
attributes are the results of measurements by sensors. It is always possible that the current measurement by a sensor was
not observed before. By assuming that sensors attributes are injective functions, we reflect the idea that these attributes
are open for interactions with the real world environment during the perception process. The results of the interaction of
attributes with the environment are recorded in information systems. Thus, information systems containing such attributes
can be seen as dynamic models open for interactions with the environment which cannot be controlled. We will refer to
deterministic attributes which are injective functions as open attributes.
Rough sets were originally introduced for information systems with deterministic attributes. However, in various
applications of rough sets it turns out that it can be useful to admit non-total information systems with indeterministic
attributes, namely attributes of the form a : U −→ P (Va), whereP (Va) is a power set ofVa and card(a(x)) > 1. Deterministic
attributes in such case can be identified with attributes for which the following holds card(a(x)) = 1 for every x ∈ U and
a ∈ A. For example, information systems with indeterministic attributes can represent incomplete information which often
appears in data mining and machine learning when new patterns are searched or classifiers are constructed starting from
sample sets of objects. This searching can result in creating new indeterministic attributes with values that are relational
structures.
One of the key ideas in the rough set theory is that knowledge is based on the ability to discern objects [35,36,38,39,41,76].
In given information systemA = ⟨U, A, {Va}a∈A⟩ this ability is presented by the indiscernibility relation IND(B):
(x, y) ∈ IND(B)⇔ a(x) = a(y) for all a ∈ B, (2)
where B ⊆ A and x, y ∈ U . Indiscernibility relations play a crucial role in the rough set theory, providing a basis for the
reduction of information, understood as the elimination of attributes, and the approximation of concepts, understood as
subsets of the universe of objects. Since indiscernibility relations are equivalence relations, they partition a universe of
objects into disjoint granules (equivalence classes): the partition determined by relation IND(B) for B ⊆ A is denoted by
U/IND(B) or simply by U/B. If (x, y) ∈ IND(B)we say that x and y are B-indiscernible. Equivalence classes of IND(B) or blocks of
partitionU/B are called B-elementary sets or B-elementary granules.Within the development of the rough set theory, there are
alsomore relaxedways of the granularization of the universe (with overlapping granules) proposed, starting from tolerance
relations [51,45,64,12,24,84,52] (see also [53,39,70,76]). In the rough set theory, our knowledge about reality is based on
elementary granules as the basic building blocks/concepts. The unions of elementary granules are called B-definable sets and
can also be seen as building blocks/concepts.
For B ⊆ Awe define B-signatures of object x ∈ U as follows:
InfB(x) = {(a, a(x)) : a ∈ B}. (3)
Let us note that the following equivalence holds: (x, y) ∈ IND(B) if and only if InfB(x) = InfB(y). Thus, signatures represent
elementary granules determined by families of attributes. If family B is an indexed family of attributes, then we can present
signatures as vectors of values of respective attributes. Let us note here that the opposite relation does not hold: not every
vector of attributes values represents an elementary granule.
Signatures can be interpreted as pieces of information about objects. Often only partial information about given object
x ∈ U is accessible, which can be reflected by B-signature of xwhen B ⊆ A and values of attributes from A \ B are unknown.
Similarly, for any concept often only partial information can be given, on the basis of a sample of objects. This is a common
situation in machine learning and data mining when constructing classifiers [60]. In the case of dynamical information
systems open for interaction with the environment, containing sensory attributes, vectors of attribute values representing
elementary granules can be interpreted as a posteriori information about objects which have been perceived by sensors, and
are results ofmeasurements by sensors. Let us note that attributes canbe bound together in suchway that somevalue vectors
can be excluded as impossible. In such case, one can distinguish also a separate class of possible value vectors which can be
interpreted as a priori information. In the case of sensory attributes and dynamical interactive information systems, such
class can reflect knowledge about environment as consisting of information which is expected to be perceived, accepting a
natural assumption that an a posteriori class is contained into an a priori class.
In the rough set theory, indiscernibility relations are used for defining basic concepts. Let X ⊆ U and B ⊆ A. Operators
B∗ and B∗ are defined as follows:
B∗(X) =

{Y ∈ U/IND(B) : Y ⊆ X} (4)
B∗(X) =

{Y ∈ U/IND(B) : Y ∩ X ≠ ∅}.
Sets B∗(X) and B∗(X) are called B-lower and B-upper approximations of set X , respectively.
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Table 1
Basic properties of B∗ and B∗ [35,36,39,41].
1a. B∗(X) ⊆ X 1b. X ⊆ B∗(X)
2a. X ⊆ Y ⇒ B∗(X) ⊆ B∗(Y ) 2b. X ⊆ Y ⇒ B∗(X) ⊆ B∗(Y )
3a. B∗(∅) = ∅ 4a. B∗(U) = U 3b. B∗(∅) = ∅ 4b. B∗(U) = U
5a. B∗(B∗(X)) = B∗(X) 5b. B∗(B∗(X)) = B∗(X)
6a. B∗(X ∩ Y ) = B∗(X) ∩ B∗(Y ) 6b. B∗(X ∩ Y ) ⊆ B∗(X) ∩ B∗(Y )
7a. B∗(X) ∪ B∗(Y ) ⊆ B∗(X ∪ Y ) 7b. B∗(X) ∪ B∗(Y ) = B∗(X ∪ Y )
8a. B∗(X) = B∗(B∗(X)) 8b. B∗(B∗(X)) = B∗(X)
9a. B∗(X)′ = B∗(X ′) 9b. B∗(X)′ = B∗(X ′)
10. X is definable⇔ B∗(X) = X ⇔ B∗(X) = X ⇔ B∗(X) = B∗(X)
11. If X or Y are definable, then
B∗(X) ∪ B∗(Y ) = B∗(X ∪ Y ) and B∗(X ∩ Y ) = B∗(X) ∩ B∗(Y )
Another set, called B-boundary region of X ⊆ U is defined as follows:
BNB(X) = B∗(X) \ B∗(X). (5)
Set X ⊆ U is rough iff BNB(X) ≠ ∅ (iff it is not definable). Every concept X ⊆ U determines two special definable
sets: positive region POSB(X), consisting of B-equivalence classes contained in X , and negative region NEGB(X), consisting of
B-equivalence classes disconnected with X , i.e.:
POSB(X) = B∗(X) NEGB(X) = B∗(X ′), (6)
where X ′ = U \ X . Region POSB(X) can be interpreted as a set of positive examples of concept X that is elements certainly
belonging to X , whereas region NEGB(X) is a set of negative examples of concept X , that is elements certainly not belonging
to X (see Table 1). To the boundary region one can attach two interpretations, which are mutually consistent. First, region
BNB(X) consists of objects possibly belonging to X . Second BNB(X) contains objects with reference to which one does not
knowwhether they belong to a positive or negative region. The second interpretation is reflected by the following property:
BNB(X) = U \ (B∗(X) ∪ B∗(X ′)). (7)
The B-boundary region of X is defined as a (crisp) set. However, this is relative to the set of attributes B. This boundary
region will often change with the change of B. Moreover, the boundary region is changing with the incremental updating
of the information system. Hence, if one considers the boundary region as the property of the concept, i.e., not relative to
the subjective set of attributes used to its description or the sample of objects on the basis of which this boundary region
is defined, then the rough set approach to boundary regions is consistent with the higher order vagueness postulate for
boundary regions [22,50]. This means that the boundary regions of vague concepts are not crisp [22]. Moreover, sorites
paradoxes can be explained using the rough set approach [46]. Thus, rough sets can be used to approximate vague concepts
(see, e.g., [50]).
For dealing with classification problems, decision information systems were distinguished [35,41]: they are of the form
A = ⟨U, C ∪ D, {Va}a∈C∪D⟩, where the family of attributes is divided into two disjoint classes C,D ⊆ A, elements of which
are called condition and decision (action) attributes, respectively. These systems are used in the analysis of decision rules
[36,40].
Let A = ⟨U, A, {Va}a∈A⟩ be an information system and V = {Va : a ∈ A}. Atomic formulas over B ⊆ A and V are
expressions of the form a = v, where a ∈ B and v ∈ Va, and they are called descriptors (selectors) over B and V . Set F (B, V )
of formulas over B and V is the least set containing all atomic formulas over B and V closed with respect to propositional
connectives∧ (conjunction),∨ (disjunction) and¬ (negation). The formulas over B and V can be interpreted as representing
some properties of objects from an information systemA. The meaning of the formula can be understood as a set of objects
possessing the property described by the formula. Formally, themeaning of the formula φ ∈ F (B, V ), denoted by ‖φ‖A, is a
subset ofU defined recursively by ‖a = v‖A = {x ∈ U : a(x) = v}, ‖φ∧φ′‖A = ‖φ‖A∩‖φ′‖A, ‖φ∨φ′‖A = ‖φ‖A∪‖φ′‖A,
‖¬φ‖A = U \ ‖φ‖A. When we deal with decision information systemA = ⟨U, C ∪ D, {Va}a∈C∪D⟩, then the formulas from
F (C, V ) and F (D, V ) are called the condition formulas ofA and the decision formulas ofA, respectively.
Every element x ∈ U belongs to the decision class ‖d∈D d = d(x)‖A of A, where d∈D denotes a generalized
conjunction. Decision classes are elementary D-granules creating partition U/D and correspond to D-signatures. A decision
rule ofA is any expression of the form φ ⇒ ψ , where φ ∈ F (C, V ), ψ ∈ F (D, V ) and ‖φ‖A ≠ ∅. Decision rule φ ⇒ ψ is
true inA if and only if ‖φ‖A ⊆ ‖ψ‖A. Every object x in decision system determines a specific decision rule:
a∈C
a = a(x)⇒

d∈D
d = d(x). (8)
Every decision system of the formA = ⟨U, C ∪ D, {Va}a∈C∪D⟩ defines a generalized decision function ∂C : U −→ P (×d∈DVd)
by
∂C (x) = {i : ∃y ∈ U[(x, y) ∈ IND(C) and d(y) = i]}, (9)
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where P (×d∈DVd) is a power set of a Cartesian product of family {Vd}d∈D. A decision system A is consistent if and only if
card(∂C (x)) = 1 for every x ∈ U . Otherwise A is inconsistent. Thus, any inconsistent decision system contains at least two
objects with different decisions, but these objects are indiscernible with respect to condition attributes.
The rough sets are also applied in discovering functional dependences between attributes in decision systems. LetA =
⟨U, C∪D, {Va}a∈C∪D⟩be a decision system. Set of attributesDdepends onC inA, symbolicallyC ⇒A D, if and only if the values
of attributes from C uniquely determine values of attributes from D. Thus, C ⇒A D iffa∈C a = a(x) ⇒ d∈D d = d(x) is
true inA. In the rough set theory dependency between attributes is defined in the following way: D depends on C inA to a
degree k (0 ≤ k ≤ 1), symbolically C ⇒k,A D, if
k = γA(C,D) = card(POSC (D))card(U) , (10)
where
POSC (D) =

X∈U/D
C∗(X) (11)
is a positive region of partition U/D with respect to C consisting of all objects which can be uniquely classified into blocks of
partition U/D, by means of C . When k = 1, then D depends totally on C , if k < 1, then D depends partially on C (to degree k).
If k = 0, then the positive region of partition U/D with respect to C is empty. It can be easily shown that set D depends on
C totally iff IND(C) ⊆ IND(D).
3. Interactive algorithms
The idea of interactive computing is still in a developing stage and its foundations are not clarified yet. There are at
least two main schools of thought: one pioneered by Wegner [77,78,14,15] and another by Gurevich [16,17,6,18]. Both
schools use the notion of an algorithm but with a different approach. Wegner’s school uses it in the classical Turing’s
sense, excluding interactive systems from the scope of the notion and introducing persistent Turing machines (PTMs)
for the formal description of interactive systems [14]. Gurevich’s school expands meaning of the notion of an algorithm,
covering interactive systems and classical algorithms. However, Gurevich claims that the difference is based solely on
terminology [18]. For the formal descriptions of algorithms, Gurevich introduced abstract state machines (ASMs) [16,17,6].
ASMs are more powerful than PTMs as they are capable of simulating PTMs, while the opposite does not hold true [18]. In
addition to strings or matrices, ASMs also compute non-constructive inputs as relational structures (finite graphs). PTMs
can only compute constructive inputs as strings or matrices written as strings [18]. There is still no consensus between
theoreticians on the statement that interactive systems aremore powerful than classical algorithms and cannot be simulated
by Turing machines. However, the idea of interactive computing still seems to be appealing from a practical point of view:
interacting with or harnessing the external environment is inevitable to capture (and steer) the behavior of systems acting
in the real world [49]. For unpredictive and uncontrolled environments, it is impossible to specify the exact set of input
states. In data mining or machine learning, the most common case is when we start searching for patterns or constructing
concepts on the basis of a sample of objects, since thewhole universe of objects (data) is not knownor itwould be impractical
to begin with the basis of the whole object universe. Thus, having the set of input states not exactly specified is one of the
key properties of interactive algorithms.
Another important property of interactive algorithms is that they act in real time, i.e., every step is performed in non-zero
interval of time. It makes it possible for the environment to interrupt the performing of an algorithm step in such way that
the step will be completed differently than specified previously by the algorithm. Algorithms for which such interruption
is not possible are called by Gurevich isolated step algorithms [18]. The isolated step algorithms cannot interact with the
environment during the performance time of particular steps. Thus, classical deterministic algorithms are an isolated step.
Interactive computing should be differentiated from the naive understanding of interaction. The isolated step algorithms
can interact with the environment during computation in such a way that the environment intervenes between the steps of
computation. When one step is completed, an intervention takes place and the next step depends on both the previous step
and the result of the intervention, but it is independent from the influence of the environment taking place during the time
of performing that step, since a given algorithm belongs to the class of isolated step algorithms. Such interaction is called
interstep interaction [18]. When an algorithm interacts during the step, i.e. the intervention of the environment can change
the performance of the step in the waywhichwas not specified by the algorithm, then such interaction is called by Gurevich
intrastep interaction [18]. As an example of such algorithm, Gurevich gives an algorithm including the following assignment
x:=g(f(7)),
where f (7) is a remote procedure call and its result is used to form another remote procedure call [18].
In Fig. 2 we illustrate the idea of interstep and intrastep interactions. It is worthy to note that an interaction does
not have to take place with the external environment only. When an interactive system is a distributed parallel system
composed of many autonomous mutually interacting processes, intrastep interaction between such processes can happen.
One can call such interaction interaction with the internal environment. For such systems, the intrastep interaction with the
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Fig. 2. Illustrative example of interstep and intrastep interactions. Dotted lines represent the environment and its influence on the performance of the
algorithm, solid lines represent steps of the algorithm.
Fig. 3. Illustrative example of continuous interaction.
external environment is still possible. Systems in which intrastep interaction with the external as well as with the internal
environment takes place can be viewed as highly interactive. We discuss an example of such highly interactive system in
Section 8.
Let us consider an illustrative example of an interactive systemwith intrastep interaction with the internal environment
(see Fig. 3) showing complexity of modeling of interaction under uncertainty. In this figure, two actions ac and ac ′ interact
in time. Let us first consider a situation when these two actions are performed in isolation, i.e., without interaction. Then
action ac is initiated if, during time period Tα , condition α holds. Next, this action is performed for time period Tac . After
action ac is finished, condition β holds for time period Tβ . Analogous conditions are shown in Fig. 3 for action ac ′. However,
when these actions start to interact then the situation becomes much more complicated. In Fig. 3, the case is illustrated
when the initiation of action ac starts before ac ′. Then, due to action ac , it may happen that condition γ will not hold for
the time necessary for initiation of ac ′ or even when ac ′ starts, the result of the interaction of ac and ac ′ will cause that
neither condition β nor δ will hold when both actions are finished. We see that more knowledge is needed to model the
result of interaction in this case. Note also that the information about the time periods such as shown in the figure will be
in most cases not exact (crisp) but fuzzy, due to the uncertainty. However, partial and imprecise knowledge often allows us
to induce models of interaction processes. These models will be in most cases nondeterministic rather than deterministic.
One can expect that such models can be described by, e.g., Petri nets rather than exact analytical models.
4. Elements of rough set analysis of interactions
In this section, we discuss illustrative examples of interactions of information systems treated as granules.
An incremental change of a given information system results from the interaction between the current information
system and the environment.
The decision systems are the result of the interactions between information systems created by condition attributes and
information systems corresponding to decision attributes. In this case, condition attributes, possessed by a given agent, may
represent the results of agent’s perception, while decision attributes correspond to agent’s actions, and their consequences
(expected vs. realized), or decisions defined by human domain experts.
Another illustrative example of interactions is related to searching for new attributes (features). One can add new
attributes created on the basis of existing ones. The new information system, which has new attributes, is the result of
interaction between a given information system and a granule representing searching strategies for new attributes. For
example, interaction between a given information system and searching strategy may lead to inducing new attribute value
domains. The elements of these domains are relational structures and, in consequence, new attributes can have relational
structures or algebraic structures as their values (see, e.g., [21]). As a result, one can extend the set of attributes within an
information system by adding new induced attributes with structural values representing the object structure.
It is often necessary to model interactions as dynamic processes. Here, it is worthwhile mentioning that information
systems were also used as (partial) specifications of concurrent systems [37,57,58]. In this approach, attributes (columns)
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represent local concurrent processes, while objects (rows) represent global states of the system. Any value of an attribute
for a given object represents the state of a local process. Such representation makes analysis of the whole concurrent
systems possible. Interactions in this case are represented by the rules over descriptors of information systems describing
the conditions of the coexistence of local states within global states. Here, decision attributes represent outputs of thewhole
system, e.g., actions taken by a system in its environment. Also behaviors of complex granules [20,59,5] can be represented
by means of decision information systems constructed using hierarchical modeling.
Theoretical implications of cognitive architectures [29,1,66] coming from cognitive science (see e.g. [72,67]) for the case
of interactive computation, lead us to conclude that a given agent, e.g., represented by an object in an information system,
can be also a coalition (collection) of interacting agents (granules). An illustrative example is presented in Section 8. In this
case, components of a granule such as sensors or effectors can be viewed as processes interacting within the environment. A
granule can also contain coordinating or controlling components which, respectively, govern interactions between its other
components or make decisions about actions in the environment which are based on these interactions. These components
are coordinating or controlling processes, respectively, and have to be differentiated from processes responsible for storage
of knowledge or information (memory processes). Therefore, complex granules should also represent concurrent/parallel
systems. In this case, attributes represent also physical as well as logical sensors and effectors [77] of the granule, i.e., values
of attributes represent the results of interaction between sensors or effectors and the physical environment. For example,
values of attributes representing physical sensors, i.e., real sensors of a granule representing an agent, are obtained as
the results of the interaction between sensors and the physical environment, in which a granule possessing the sensors
acts. As examples of logical sensors, one can consider detectors activated by specific patterns appearing in information
which comes from physical sensors. The attributes represent the results of granule perception processes. Let us note
that sensors responsible for communication with other granules can be both physical and logical. Physical communication
sensors receive the transmission of information from other granules, converting them into a digital form. Logical sensors
interpret the received data, providing it to other granule components. Analogically, granule effectors responsible for sending
information to other coalition granules can be of both a physical as well as a logical type. In order to analyze complex
granules acting together as a coalition, it can be useful to divide processes responsible for perception (perception processes)
and attributes representing them into two categories: those responsible for receiving messages from cooperating granules
and those responsible for receiving other stimuli from the environment. Also, one can divide processes responsible for acting
within the granule’s environment (effecting processes) into two categories: those responsible for sending messages to other
granules and those responsible for steering granule actions within the environment. Therefore, processes responsible for
receiving/sending messages create a separate class of communication processes divided into two classes: communication
perception processes and communication effecting processes, respectively.
Since granule’s effectors are likely to depend on its sensors, as well as on the internal states, processes responsible
for action steering and for sending messages should be represented by decision attributes divided into two respective
sets. Additionally, perception processes, responsible for receiving messages and for the perception of other stimuli,
can be represented by condition attributes divided into two respective sets. An interesting case occurs when both
coordinating/controlling andmemory processes run in parallel. They are types of internal processes that do not interact with
the granule’s environment directly. They only interact with other processes, both sensory and effecting. Internal processes
depend on perception processes, while effecting processes depend on both. Additionally, internal processes depend on
each other. For example, memory processes can be influenced by coordinating/controlling processes that are dependent on
knowledge/information stored by memory processes. Thus, within an information system representing a complex granule,
one should distinguish a separate class of attributes for representing internal processes, divided also into two respective
sets.
Our final example concerns interactions in the coalition of granules. The cooperation of a given coalition of granules
may be governed by a leading granule named either a leader or a commander. The function of a leader is to receive reports
from other cooperating granules and to send orders to them. Receiving reports and sending orders are specific interactions
of a leader with its environment. These interactions inside the leader are governed by its coordinating and controlling
components. These are clear examples of hierarchical interactions between granules from different levels of hierarchy.
Reports received from other coalition granules are analyzed by coordinating granules, being components of the leader,
similarly, sending orders is done by its communication effecting granules.
The coalition formation belongs to one of the problems intensively studied in different areas (see, e.g. [47,48,69,75]).
Interactions are very basic concepts for the coalition formation. In Fig. 4, agents G1, . . . ,Gk form coalition C and e denotes
the environment. In our setting, the problem of the coalition formation is the problem of selecting agents in such a way
that on the basis of their functionalities related to interactions, such as perception and actions defining their behavior,
it is possible to define the functionalities of a coalition. These functionalities are defining interactions of the coalition
with the environment and with the members of coalitions, in particular, perception and actions, in such a way that the
behavior of the coalition will satisfy, to a satisfactory degree, a given specification. Note that due to the interaction with the
environment, the functionalities of the coalition change in time. Hence, there is a need for adaptive methods in the coalition
formation. In particular, strategies for adaptive judgment are of the greatest importance toward making further progress in
the coalition formation domain. It will be also interesting to search for relationships of methods for the coalition formation
with membrane computing [33,23] in the case of hierarchical coalitions.
Another examples of hierarchical interactions from the area of data mining and machine learning follows in Section 6.
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Fig. 4. Illustration of coalition formation.
Fig. 5. Transition from global state (sag (t), se(t)) to global state (sag (t +1), se(t +1)).
5. Interactive computations
In this section, the global states are defined as pairs (sag(t), se(t)), where sag(t) and se(t) are states of given agent ag
and environment e at time t , respectively. We now explain how transition relation −→ between global states is defined
in the case of interactive computations. In Fig. 5, the idea of transition from global state (sag(t), se(t)) to global state
(sag(t +1), se(t +1)) is illustrated, where1 is time necessary for performing the transition, i.e., when (sag(t), se(t))−→
(sag(t+1), se(t+1)) holds. A(t), E(t) denote the set of attributes available by agent ag at themoment of time t and the set
of attributes used by environment e at time t , respectively. InfA(t)(sag(t), se(t)) is the signature of (sag(t), se(t)) relative to set
of attributes A(t) and InfE(t)(sag(t), se(t)) is the signature of (sag(t), se(t)) relative to set of attributes E(t).2 These signatures
are used as arguments of strategies Sel_Intag , Sel_Inte selecting interactions Iag and Ie of agent ag with environment e and
environment e with agent ag , respectively. Iag ⊗ Ie denotes the result of the interaction product ⊗ on Iag and Ie. Note that
ag can have very incomplete information about Ie, as well as the result Iag ⊗ Ie(sag(t + δ), se(t + δ)) only, where δ denotes
the delay necessary for computing the signatures and selecting of interactions. For the simplicity of reasoning we assume
that these delays for ag and e are the same. Hence, information perceived by ag about sag(t +1) and se(t +1) can be very
incomplete too. Usually, agent ag can predict only estimations of sag(t + 1) and se(t + 1) while planning the selection of
interaction Iag . Next, these predictions can next be compared with the perception of global state (sag(t + 1), se(t + 1))
by means of attributes A(t + 1). Note that Iag ⊗ Ie can change the content of the agent state, as well as the environment
state. Assuming that current set of attributes A(t) is a part of agent state sag(t), this set can be changed by adding, e.g.,
new attributes discovered using interactions of Iag with the adaptive judgment module of ag , for example with the help of
hierarchical modeling (see Section 6). Analogously, assuming that the description of strategy Sel_Intag is stored in current
state sag(t) of the agent, this strategy can be modified as the result of interaction. In this way, sets of attributes as well as
strategies for selecting interactions can be adopted in time.
2 By the fact that we consider only signatures over set of attributes E(t), we reflect one of the basic assumptions of interactive computing that interaction
takes place in the environment which cannot be controlled. E(t)may not be known for agent ag .
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Computations observed by agent ag using strategy Sel_Intag in the interaction with environment e can now be defined
with the help of transition relation−→ defined on global states and signatures of global states relative to the set of attributes
of agent ag . More formally, any sequence
sig1, . . . , sign, . . . (12)
is a computation observed by ag in the interaction with e if and only if for some t,1 and for any i, sigi is the signature of
global state (sag(t + i1), se(t + i1)) relative to attribute set A(t + i1)) available by ag at a moment of time t + i1 and
(sag(t + i1), se(t + i1))−→ (sag(t + (i+ 1)1), se(t + (i+ 1)1)).3
Let us assume that there is given a quality criterion over a qualitymeasure defined on computations observed by agent ag
and let sig1 be a given signature, which is relative to the agent attributes. One of the basic problems for agent ag is to discover
a strategy for selecting interactions (i.e., selection strategy) in such a way that any computation, e.g., with given length l,
observed by ag and starting from any global state with signature sig1 and realized using the discovered selection strategy
will satisfy the quality criterion to a satisfactory degree, e.g., that the target goal of computation has been reached or that the
quality of the performance of agent ag in computation is satisfactory with respect to the quality criterion. The hardness of
the selection strategy discovery problem by agent ag is due to the uncertainty about the finally realized interaction, i.e., the
interaction being the result of the interaction product on interactions selected by agent ag and environment e. In planning
the strategy, agent ag can use (partial) information on the history of computation stored in the state. One may treat the
problem as searching for the winning strategy in a game between agent ag and environment ewith a highly unpredictable
behavior.
6. Attributes and information systems in hierarchical modeling
The hierarchical modeling of complex patterns (granules) in hierarchical learning (see e.g., [5,60]) can be described using
the rough set approach based on information systems. In such description the construction of everymodel is described/made
on the basis of a particular information system. The result of the construction of an information system from a given level of
hierarchical modeling is built from information systems from lower levels of its hierarchy. This is made by the constructing
of new attributes on the basis of the already known attributes.
6.1. Atomic vs. constructible attributes in hierarchical modeling
Attributes in information systems can be divided into two classes: atomic attributes and constructible attributes. The
atomic attributes are basic in the sense that their values depend only on some external factors, with respect to a given
information system and are independent from the values of other attributes of this system. The atomic attributes can be
both closed and open attributes. When Va = P (V ) for atomic attribute a and set of values V , then a(x) ⊆ V for some object
x, i.e. a is an indeterministic attribute.
Constructible attributes are complex attributes defined from other attributes, or more exactly inductively defined from
atomic attributes. If b is a constructible attribute, then for some object x and already defined attributes a1, a2, . . . , am:
b(x) = F(a1(x), a2(x), . . . , am(x)), (13)
where F : Va1 × Va2 × · · · × Vam −→ Vb and elements of Vb are constructed on the basis of values from Vi for i = 1, . . . ,m.
Sensory attributes can serve as typical examples of atomic attributes. Values of sensory attributes are the results of
measurement conducted by sensors, so they depend only on the environment and are independent from values of other
attributes. Constructible attributes defined from sensory attributes can represent higher order results of perception, when
some patterns are identified, perceptual granules are created etc.
We generalize the concept of attributes used in the rough set theory [35,36,41,56]. In hierarchical modeling, the attribute
value sets can be compound, i.e., they can be of higher order types represented, e.g., in the powerset hierarchy [55,56]. The
types are fixed in the case of atomic attributes and it should be properly constructed for constructible attributes. Note that
elements of the attribute value sets can be complex objects, such as signals or images. We also assume that for any attribute
a together with its attribute value set Va, there is relational structure Ra = (Va, {ri}i∈I) assigned, where ri are relations
over Cartesian products of Va. Examples of relational structures for attributes will be given later. Together with a relational
structureRa we consider a set of formulasLa with an interpretation in Va, i.e., to any formula α ∈ La there is assigned its
meaning ‖α‖Ra ⊆ Va. Moreover, for any attribute a there is distinguished subset of formulas La ⊆ La defining a partition
of Va, which, in turn, is defined using semantics ‖ · ‖Ra . The result of the interaction between any atomic attribute and
the environment can be described as a selection of formula from La. Then, values of attribute a, interpreted as the results
of measurements by this attribute, can be identified with the index of the selected formula. One can observe that using
this approach information systems can be interpreted as the result of a finite number of interactions with the environment
of the relational structure defined by the Cartesian product of relational structures corresponding to attributes from the
information system.
3 As usual one can consider finite and infinite computations.
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Constructible attributes can be constructed in many ways. One of them is based on introducing a relational structure
on value domains of atomic attributes. If a is an atomic attribute, then one can introduce relation r over value domain Va,
e.g., r ⊆ Va × Va. More general, for any attribute we consider relational structure Ra = (Va, {ri}i∈I). As examples of such
structures one can consider (Va,=), (Va,≤) and (Va,≤,+, ·, 0, 1) taking Va = R, where R is a set of reals, or (Va, τ ), τ is
a tolerance relation on Va (i.e. τ is reflexive and symmetric). Let us mention that if a is a closed attribute, then every value
v ∈ Va corresponds to set ‖a = v‖, i.e., a set of objects from a given information system possessing attribute a with value
v, so it corresponds to one of the elementary granules in the information system determined by attribute a. If a is an open
attribute, then elements of its value domain are possibly possessed by objects. In the case of sensory attributes, elements of
their value domains correspond to possible results of the perception process of the environment state.
New constructible attributes can be defined using some formulas interpreted over value domains and with semantics
based on a set of objects. It is clear that one can define a set of formulas and its semantics independently from information
systems, depending only on a set of attributes B ⊆ A where formulas are interpreted as subsets of a given attribute value
domain, whose meanings are subsets of value domains. Let us consider an illustrative example [59]. By La we denote a set
of formulas interpreted overRa as subsets of Va while by ‖α‖Ra we denote a meaning (interpretation) of formula α ∈ La.
So for every α ∈ La, ‖α‖Ra ⊆ Va. In the case of particular information systemA = ⟨U, A, {Va}a∈A⟩, ‖α‖Ra for a ∈ A can be
used to define semantics of α over A by taking ‖α‖Ra = {x ∈ U : a(x) ∈ ‖α‖Ra}, as it is described above. Every formula
α ∈ La over a given information system determines new constructible attribute bα : U −→ {0, 1}, namely, a binary decision
attribute, in the following way:
bα(x) = 1⇔ x ∈ ‖α‖Ra . (14)
Relational structures corresponding to attributes can be fused. We present here an illustrative example from [21]. We
assume thatRai = (Vai , rRai ) are relational structures with binary relation rRai for i = 1, . . . , k. Their fusion is a relational
structure over Va1 × · · · × Vak consisting of relation r ⊆ (Va1 × · · · × Vak)2, such that for any (v1, . . . , vk), (v′1, . . . , v′k) ∈
Va1 × · · · × Vak we have (v1, . . . , vk)r(v′1, . . . , v′k) if and only if virRai v′i for i = 1, . . . , k. Intuitively, vector (v1, . . . , vk)
represents a set of objects possessing values v1, . . . , vk for attributes a1, . . . , ak, respectively. Thus, some vectors from
Va1×· · ·×Vak , but not necessarily all of them, represent granules consisting of objects, since some vectors fromVa1×· · ·×Vak
correspond to the empty set. Therefore, relation r corresponds to a relation between granules. If rRai is a tolerance for
i = 1, · · · , k, then r is also a tolerance relation.
On the basis of the value domains of atomic attributes, one can also introduce constructible attributes taking as values
relational structures defined over its value domains. Let B be a family of atomic attributes. We define a value set
VB =

B′⊆B
×b∈B′Vb. (15)
It consists of sequences of values, i.e. value vectors, which are subsequences of sequences from×b∈BVb. Now, a new attribute
b0 can be determined in the way that for any object x, b0(x) = (Vb′ , r), where Vb′ ⊆ VB and r ⊆ Vb′ × Vb′ . Such attributes
can be used to represent some structural properties, e.g., of time windows in, for example, information systems in which
objects are time points. Since not every value vector from family V{ai}i∈I has to be an information signature, then attributes
constructed in that way are open attributes.
6.2. Operations on information systems in hierarchical modeling
In hierarchical modeling, object signatures from a given level of hierarchy can be used for constructing structural objects
on the next level of hierarchy. These structural objects are relational structures in which signatures are linked by relations
expressing constraints for coexistence of signatures in relational structures. The discovery of relevant relations between
object signatures is a key step in searching for relevant approximation spaces, or more generally, for relevant families of
granules [21]. Such searching starts fromconstructing a class of relational structures, as presented in the previous subsection,
on the basis of a sample of objects and partial information about those objects in terms of some attributes. The incomplete
information about a given sample of objects can be the result of a perception process in which not every object from the
environment is perceived by sensors. Thus two basic operations on information systems are connected to widening of the
universe of objects or a family of attributes.
For given information system ⟨U, A, {Va}a∈A⟩ one can construct its extension, i.e., information system ⟨U∗, A, {Va}a∈A⟩,
where U ⊆ U∗ and U ≠ U∗. Family of attributes A is unchanged, only values of attributes from A are calculated for new
objects, i.e. objects from U∗ \U . This construction reflects a natural situation in data mining when classifiers are induced on
the basis of the samples of objects and then they can be applied for a broader set of testing objects.
In hierarchical modeling, new information systems are constructed from already constructed or given ones. Objects in
these new information systems on higher hierarchical level have a structure defined on the basis of some attribute value
vectors of objects from lower hierarchical levels. Let us consider a very simple example of projections made on the basis of
existing attributes. Thus, for given information system ⟨U, A, {Va}a∈A⟩, we can consider new information system
⟨×a∈AVa, Aπ , {Va}a∈A⟩, (16)
where Aπ = {ba : a ∈ A} is a set of projections, i.e., for c ∈ A and v ∈ ×a∈AVa, bc(v) = vc .
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Fig. 6. Creation of a relational structure as a new object in constructed information system, v = {vj}j∈J andw = {wj}j∈J .
In a more general situation, we obtain information system
⟨×a∈AVa, B, {Va}a∈A⟩, (17)
where B contains higher order attributes constructed on the basis of attributes from A and describing the properties of value
vectors from family ×a∈AVa. Considering value vectors instead of object signatures makes an essential difference, since,
by definition, object signatures for the indexed families of attributes correspond to elementary granules (indiscernibility
classes) existing in a sample set of objects but when we consider a broader set of objects it is always possible that we find
new elementary granules which did not exist in a sample set of objects.4 Now one can note that for information systems
A = ⟨U, A, {Va}a∈A⟩ and A∗ = ⟨U∗, A, {Va}a∈A⟩, where U ⊆ U∗ and U ≠ U∗, ×a∈AVa covers all elementary granules from
bothA andA∗. Thus, structural properties discovered over information system ⟨×a∈AVa, B, {Va}a∈A⟩ are preserved for both
A andA∗.
The last operation on information systems also suggests a specific class of operations on information systems when new
information systems are constructed on the basis of previously constructed ones by adding new constructible attributes. For
given information system ⟨U, A, {Va}a∈A⟩ one can construct the following information system:
⟨U, B, {Va}a∈A⟩, (18)
where B = A ∪ C(A) and C(A) consist of (some) constructible attributes made on the basis of attributes from A which
describe objects from U . Some of such attributes can be made on the basis of relational structures defined over the attribute
values considered in the previous subsection. These attributes describe original objects, from set of objects U , taking as
values relational structures defined over values of attributes form the original information system. Attribute bk from the last
subsection can serve as an example of such attributes. Other examples of such constructible attributes can be determined by
formulas from languageL expressing properties over the defined relational structures, e.g., attributes bα from the previous
subsection.
In a hierarchical modeling, information systems from a higher hierarchical level are constructed by joining objects from
preceding levels on the basis of constraints defined by some relations. This ismade by using new attributes defined bymeans
of the formulas of a language describing attributes from information systems from the preceding levels of the hierarchy, as
well as some relations used for defining constraints [52,53,55,4]. This gives motivation for the new type of operations on
information where objects in a new information system are relational structures defined over object signatures, or value
vectors, from particular information systems previously given, i.e., every information system gives a reason for constructing
a singular object in a new information system. The idea of such operations is presented in Fig. 6.
More formally, letA1, . . . ,An be information systems, where
Ak = ⟨Uk, Ak, {Va}a∈Ak⟩,
for 1 ⩽ k ⩽ n. Objects in new information system A are relational structures RAk being fusions of relational structures
Ra = (Va, ra) for a ∈ Ak described in the last subsection. Attributes are defined by formulas checking whether these
relational structures possess some properties. Since the objects of these fused relational structures are value vectors
representing elementary granules, then relational structures represent second order granules and attributes represent some
structural properties of objects from the original basic information system. It is worthwhile mentioning that information
systems A1, . . . ,An do not necessarily have the same universes of objects or families of attributes. Moreover, these sets
can be even mutually disjoint. The only constraint is put on attribute value domains. Even they can be mutually disjoint,
but they have to contain such values which can be compared by means of some relations, e.g., tolerance relations. One can
4 This can hold even for closed attributes.
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Fig. 7. Creation of a relational structure as a new object from tolerance clusters of tolerance relation τ , where τ(v), and τ(w) are tolerance neighborhoods
defined by attribute value vectors v,w, respectively and rϵ,δ is a relation (with parameters ϵ, δ) between these tolerance neighborhoods.
Fig. 8. Construction of relational structure from some subsequences of object signatures for a given time t .
note that this operation allows us to group relational structures from the new information system and to create new higher
order granules while searching for some structural properties of these granules. Thus, this makes it possible to search for
the structural properties of coalitions of agents, when information systemsA1, . . . ,An represent some agents, e.g. robots,
cooperating in the environment.
One can also consider more relaxing construction when instead of value vectors, the neighborhoods of value vectors
with respect to some tolerance relation τ are taken and relational structures (clusters) grouping tolerance neighborhoods
are created. This approach starts when in the situation presented in Fig. 6, relation r is a tolerance (similarity) relation
and structural objects are defined by means of r . Then, more advanced structure is introduced, when, instead of tolerance
neighborhood, clusters of tolerance neighborhoods are used, which is illustrated in Fig. 7.
Sometimes it can be interesting to compare the values of different attributes assigned to the sameobject. This is important
for information systems where objects are indexed by moments of time. Such information systems can represent complex
interactive systems where a given object represents a global state of the system at time t . From the value vector being the
object signature at givenmoment t of time, we choose some subsequences of attribute values with respect to some selected
subfamilies of the attribute family. Then on these sets of subsequenceswedetermine a relational structure according to some
rule and we are able to track changes of relational structures over time. This idea is presented in Fig. 8. Here, new attribute g
is constructed. The values of this new attribute are sets of some parts of the object description. Next, another new attribute r
is addedwhich describe the relation between extracted parts. The obtained relational structure can be treated as a structural
object. Now, starting from structural objects as new objects, new attributes are constructed which describe the properties
of the structural objects. In particular, as it is shown in Fig. 8, these new attributes can describe the features of structure
evolving in time t . The discovery of relevant structures for the target task is still a challenge in pattern recognition, machine
learning, and data mining.
More formally, for information system
⟨T , A, {Va}a∈A⟩, (19)
where T is a sequence of consecutive time moments. Then, for any moment of time t ∈ T and B ⊆ A, we select Vt ⊆ VB,
consisting of subsequences specified by the selected families of attributes, which are the same for every moment t ∈ T ,
where VB is defined as at the end of previous subsection. Then, we introduce attribute bk taking for every time t ∈ T as a
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Fig. 9. Time windows extracted from data table, where rem(i, T ) denotes reminder from division i by the window length T .
Fig. 10. Processes as structural objects (dotted lines are used to show global states).
value some relational structure determined according to some rule, i.e., for a givenmoment of time t0 ∈ T we have structure
(Vt0 , rt0)where rt0 ⊆ V 2t0 such that bk(t0) = (Vt0 , rt0). Using new features defined over such attributes like bk one can track
changes of some structural properties of the complex interactive system over time.
The last example is related to data which change in time. In Fig. 9, an information system is presented with one attribute
for measuring time t . The structural objects, that is time windows in our simple example are constructed in a number of
rows of a data table consecutive in time representing an information system. The number of points in a time window is
determined by the window length. The structure of a time window is determined by time points, and the vector of attribute
values corresponding to the time points. To reflect this idea, we consider one argument operation on information systems
which, as analogous to many argument operations discussed above, enables us to search for structural properties of time
windows. Relational structures constructed in this operation consist of object signatures, or their subsequences, at time
moments from a given time window with 1–1 correspondence.
More formally, for given time indexed information system ⟨T , A, {Va}a∈A⟩, defined as above, we select function s : T −→
VB, where B ⊆ A. Thus, for time window T0 ⊆ T , s(T0) = {s(t) : t ∈ T0}. Considering relations on such sets of value vectors
or properties of particular value vectors from these sets, one can search for dynamical structural properties of behavior of
complex information systems.
A general operation on information systems can be defined as products with constraints (see [55] for more details).
Definitely, on the next level of modeling one can consider sequences of time windows as structures and construct
information systems or decision systems over such structural objects. Observe that in this case the indiscernibility
(similarity) classes are sets of paths over time windows. One can look for inducing concurrent systems defining such sets of
paths (see, e.g., [58]). Fig. 10 presents an illustrative example of constructing structural objects corresponding to concurrent
processes. In the original table, which is in the upper part of the figure, the rows are labeled by time t , and p1(i), p2(i), p3(i)
denote attribute value vectors describing properties of states of processes P1, P2, P3, respectively, at time i. In the table
presented in the lower part of the figure, new structural objects are presented, i.e., paths of processes, and the attributes
describe the properties of these structural objects, e.g., different constraints among paths at time i, different moments of
time, or intervals of time.
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Fig. 11. Discovery of interaction structure.
Using suchmethods for the learningmodels of concurrent systems from data one can consider the problem of interaction
structure discovery. This problem is illustrated in Fig. 11. It is assumed that from granules G,G1,G2 representing the sets of
the paths of the processes, theirmodels in the formof Petri nets PN, PN1, PN2, respectively,were induced. Then, the structure
of interaction between PN1 and PN2 can be described by an operation transforming PN1, PN2 into PN .
The discovery of relevant attributes on each level of the hierarchy is supported by domain knowledge provided e.g., by
concept ontology together with the illustration of concepts bymeans of the samples of objects taken from this concepts and
their complements [5]. Such application of domain knowledge often taken from human experts serves as another example
of the interaction of a system (classifier) with its environment. Additionally, such support of relevant attributes discovery
on given level of the hierarchy, as well as on other levels, can be found using different ontologies. These ontologies can be
described by different sets of formulas and possibly by different logics. Thus, the description of such discovery of relevant
attributes in interaction, as well as its support give a good reason for applying fibring logics methods [10,11]. Note that in
the hierarchical modeling of relevant complex patterns also top-down interactions of the higher levels of the hierarchywith
the lower levels should be considered, e.g., if the patterns constructed on higher levels are not relevant for the target task,
the top-down interaction should inform lower levels about the necessity of searching for new patterns.
7. Interactive attributes
There are two basic types of interaction between an agent and an environment: the influence of the environment on
the agent and the opposite influence of the agent on its environment. The second type of interaction is commonly called an
action. The results of the interactions of the first type are noted by an agent by the perception of the results of the external
environment and, possibly, also the internal environment affecting the agent’s sensors. For example, the pain in a living
organism can be a signal from the somatosensory system about the negative results of the interaction with the external
and/or internal environment. It should be noted that perception always gives partial information: not every result of the
influence of the environment on an agent has to be perceived. For example, usually developing cancer is not perceived
up to some moment by the central nervous system of the organism in the form of pain. It is also interesting to note that
perception does not have to be entirely passive. One of the basic claims of cognitive science (see, e.g., [72,3]) is that in
the case of humans and some higher animals, perception is somehow active. It constructs complex representations which
contain more information than that presented to the senses [13].5 But these representations help organism to act efficiently
in the environment. At the same time, perception is aimed at representing the results of influence of the environment on
a given agent. Thus, from the point of view of a given agent, there are two basic types of interaction: perception and action.
Complex interactions, e.g., during some periods of time, consist of many acts of perception, perhaps even of continuous
perception, and many various actions. Therefore, we need a specific class of attributes to represent the interactions of an
agent, namely interactive attributes, divided into two classes: perception attributes and action attributes.
7.1. Perception attributes
One of the main form of the interaction of an agent with the environment is perception of the environment by an agent.
Moreover, this form is indispensable in the case of interactive systems. Without perception every action made by an agent
in the environment would be blind, and without it the agent would not be able to adapt its behavior to changing conditions
of the environment or to modify dynamically its course of actions as a response to the results of agent’s actions in the
environment.
5 In Wistech one can interpret this as extensions of sensory granules by information from knowledge bases.
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Fig. 12. Sensory attribute. e denotes the environment. Ra, La denote the relational structure of sensory attribute a and a set of formulas assigned to a,
respectively. l is the label of the environment state currently perceived by a. v is the index such that αv ∈ La was selected in the interaction of a with the
environment. In the shadowed area the results of past interaction are stored, the interaction of awith environment e does not change e, as the changes of e
are caused by dynamics of the environment only. In the agent state, only a row with label l and v was added and represents the result of sensory attribute
ameasurement.
In order to represent the results of perception, we need a specific class of attributes: perception attributes. The perception
process begins in senses in the case of living organisms or in sensors in the case of artificial agents. Senses/sensors interact
with the environment. To represent the results of this interaction we use sensory attributes. These atomic attributes depend
solely on the interactionwith the environment and are independent from other attributes in an information system. Sensory
attributes are also open attributes, i.e., if a is a sensory attribute, then a is an injective function in its value domain Va. This
formal property reflects the fact that sensors interact with the environmentwhich cannot be controlled. It is always possible
that new stimuli, which were not perceived before, appear to the senses/sensors. The value domains of sensory attributes
are determined only by the sensitivity of sensors represented by these attributes.
In order to formally describe perception processes as interactions, let us introduce some notation. If f : X×Y −→ X×Y ,
then by π1[f ], π2[f ]we denote the projections of f , i.e., π1[f ] : X × Y −→ X , π2[f ] : X × Y −→ Y such that
f (x, y) = (π1[f ](x, y), π2[f ](x, y)) for (x, y) ∈ X × Y . (20)
A global state at time t , s(t) = (sag(t), se(t)), consists of thewhole state of given agent ag and its environment e. Let us recall
that agent ag does not have to possess complete information about these states and it usually does not. In Section 5, by Iag
and Ie we denote the influence operation of given agent ag on its environment e and the opposite influence operation of
environment e on agent ag , respectively. Both interactions can affect the global state of a given agent and its environment.
By Ie(s(t)) (Iag(s(t))) we denote the global state at t + 1 obtained from s(t) by applying Ie (Iag ) only. Since both Iag and Ie
last in time1, they can also dynamically affect each other. The result of such interfering interaction is denoted by product
Iag ⊗ Ie.
As we mentioned above, perception is an example of interaction between an agent and its environment. Moreover, it is
a very interesting example. It is a kind of agent’s action which usually does not affect the environment6 but in which an
agent is affected by its environment. In order to analyze the perception process, we should be more specific and introduce
Iag,a — an interaction operation selected by agent ag for performing themeasurement of the value of sensory attribute a. We
assume that in sag(t) values of sensory attributes at time t are stored, i.e., as a part of sag(t) one can distinguish (a, v), where
a is a sensory attribute and v is its value at time t , or information that this value is not available. In the described model, the
changes of attribute values are recorded in discrete time timing with1. For sensory attribute awe have
s(t +1) = (sag(t +1), se(t +1)) = [Iag,a ⊗ Ie](s(t))
= (π1[Iag,a ⊗ Ie](s(t)), π2[Ie](s(t))), (21)
assuming that: sag(t + 1) differs from sag(t) only in a part corresponding to attribute a, i.e., the new value of a is equal
to the result of sensory measurement by Iag,a (in a more general case sag(t) may be influenced by Ie) at time t + 1. Since
(Iag,a ⊗ Ie)(s(t)) = (π1(Iag,a ⊗ Ie)[s(t)], π2(Iag,a ⊗ Ie)[s(t)]), then (*) π2(Iag,a ⊗ Ie)[s(t)] = π2[Ie(s(t))], i.e., se(t + 1)
was changed by Ie but there is no influence of Iag,a. In other words, π2[Iag,a](s(t)) = Ie(se(t)), i.e., se(t + 1), the state of
environment e in time t +1 being the result of interaction is obtained from se(t) by the dynamics of the environment only.
In Fig. 12, we illustrate the basic features of sensory attributes.
In the next steps (of perception), some new attributes can be introduced on the basis of the information presented by
sensory attributes in the ways described in Section 6. These are perception constructible attributes and we will refer to
6 In the case of quantum computing this assumption is not true.
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them as complex perception attributes. They correspond to complex perceptual representations constructed in the process of
perception postulated in cognitive science [72,3,13]. Complex perception attributes can be used in searching for the patterns
or structural properties of perceived objects (see Section 6). They also seem to be indispensable in solving a classification
problem for complex concepts in the case of newly perceived objects. Complex perception attributes serve as a kind of bridge
between knowledge stored in an agent and the results of perception given by sensory attributes. For the same reason, they
are needed in the approximation of complex vague concepts referring to the environment perceived by a given agent and
responsible for activating actions. Therefore complex perception attributes are also indispensable from the point of view of
Wistech.
7.2. Action attributes
Every action is made on the basis of knowledge possessed by an agent, on the results of agent’s perception of the
environment and on some previously established objectives, and it should lead to some specified goals. Every goal of an
action in the environment should have some observable characteristics. In the process of planning, i.e., selecting the chain
of actions — orders to be followed by effectors, leading to the established goal, it is also very important to consider the
expected state of the environment as an anticipated result of actions. This result of actions is predicted on the basis of some
agent’s knowledge and by comparing it to the observables of specified goals it can be used in selecting an optimal action/plan,
or a course of actions. In the case of dynamical interactions, the state of the environment anticipated by a given agent can
be used for the comparison with the state of the environment actually perceived during, or after, the effecting of an action
in order to modify an action taken, or planned, by a given agent, i.e., the anticipated state of the environment is the element
of a feedback mechanism. Therefore, two elements are essentially connected to every action: the goal of an action and the
expected state of the environment matching, possibly partially to some degree, the observables and the goal.
In Artificial Intelligence, actions are parts of production rules, also called IF-THEN rules. In rough sets such rules are
represented by decision rules. Thus, in the rough set analysis of interactions, attributes used for the representation of actions
are decision attributes. We refer to these attributes as action attributes. It follows from the discussion made above that
action attributes should be somehow compound. The value of an action attribute should not only contain some information
about elementary actions, or a chain of elementary actions — this difference is unessential, but also contain information
about the specified goal and the expected perceptual results of a given action/the chain of actions. These attributes can
be constructed in many various ways in process Sel_Intag , i.e., the process leading to the selection of interaction Iag,a, where
action attribute a represents solely a given action/actions. Attribute a becomes also a condition attribute and is used together
with attributes representing knowledge of agent ag and the perception of ag for determining expected observable results in
the environment. These anticipated results are comparedwith the observable characteristics of specified goals and decisions
about the selection of interactions aremade on the basis of their similarity or whether the anticipated results match enough
observable properties of goals. More advanced approach can use history of interaction for action prediction. The anticipated
results of action predicted at time t can be compared to the perceived states of the environment at time t + 1 being the
result of interaction [Iag,a ⊗ Ie](s(t)). This comparison is used to modify an action in time t + 1 + λ, where λ is the time
needed for making comparison and planning modification, in the case when perceived results are too far away from the
anticipated ones. The basic features of action attributes are illustrated in Fig. 13.
These notes clearly show that somemethods of the comparison of anticipated states of the environment to the observable
characteristics of specified action goals and to the perceived states of the environment are needed as indispensable in
selections or modifications of actions (see also a discussion in Introduction). Such methods are also necessary in Wistech.
8. Cognitive architectures
The notion of cognitive architectures was proposed by Newell [29]. Cognitive architecture (CA) is a computational form
of the unified theory of cognition, unified in the sense that it should unify the psychological, neurobiological as well as
computational aspects of various human cognitive performance and learning; thus, it is a specific form of a scientific theory.
As with every theory, cognitive architecture should describe empirical facts, explain, and predict them for experimental
verification, and should also give prescriptions for the control of behavior for applications. Newell ([29] p. 43) treats the
mind as being
the control system that guides the behaving organism in its complex interactions with the dynamic real world.
He postulates that the central assumption of CAs should be that a human is a symbol/information processing system.
Therefore, the basic concepts and principles of intelligent systems as representation, knowledge, symbols and search apply
to both humans and machines [73] and they are central for CAs [29]. Since CA is about human cognition, it describes
human behaviors, explains them in information processing terms, predicts and gives prescriptions for the control of human
behavior. The last function is very important not only from the application point of view, but also for simulations of
human behavior that use the methods of Artificial Intelligence and computers, which are the central postulates of cognitive
science [72]. Therefore, every CA should also give a platform for modeling a human behavior. Cognitive architecture
has three main constraints: it must be neurologically plausible, it has to be a structure supporting mind-like behavior:
psychological experiments as well as computer simulations, and it also has to take into account a real-time constraint on
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Fig. 13. Action attribute. On the basis of the current information about the current state of agent ag and the state of environment e, action attribute a is
selecting action ac and predicts changes of the environment caused by ac , which are represented by granule Gp . l, v have meaning as in Fig. 12. AJ denotes
the adaptive judgment module with the action submodule denoted by AM. Action attribute a is selecting action ac to be performed (using module AM,
knowledge base KB contents, and the measurement results stored by sensory attributes). Changes in e caused by ac in the form of granule Gp are predicted
too. Selected action ac determines interaction Iag,a with the environment from the side of agent ag . Note that the reaction of the environment may be
unpredictable and granule Gr , representing the change of e, as the result of Iag,a ⊗ Ie on the component of the environment, may be different from the
predicted one described by granule Gp .
human cognition [29]. Thus, one can note that implemented CAs are real interactive systems. As the first example of CA,
Newell points out the system ACT* proposed by Anderson [1], and also presents his own system SOAR [29]. Here, as an
example of CA, we present the system ACT-R, with the current version ACT-R 6.0, the successor of ACT*, introduced in [2]
and discussed for example in [71].
The central idea of ACT-R, as well as ACT*, is the distinction between a declarative and procedural memory. Thus, ACT-R
has two separate memory structures: a declarative one processing facts and a procedural one processing rules, understood
as IF-THEN structures also referred to as productions. Memory in ACT* and ACT-R is goal directed, and, as a result, ACT-R
6.0 contains an intentional module retrieving goals. ACT-R 6.0 adds two modules responsible for the interaction with the
external world: a visual and a manual module. As a consequence, the declarative memory structure, has become one of the
modules, while the procedural memory structure, a production system implementing procedural memory, has become
the central unit within the system. The ACT-R 6.0 system contains one central and four peripheral components, which
are connected only to the central unit (see Fig. 14): two internal components which are not connected directly to, or
do not interact with the external environment, intentional module and declarative memory module; and two external
modules, connected to and interacting with the external world: a visual module for perception and a manual module for
acting in the environment. The procedural memory is connected to every peripheral module, and joins them together,
but it communicates with modules through separate buffers. It talks with the intentional module through a goal buffer
and with declarative memory through a retrieval buffer. The visual and manual modules are connected to the procedural
memory through visual and manual buffers, respectively. The presence of buffers makes communication of procedural
memory with peripheral modules a more complicated interaction. Each buffer can contain only a piece of information at a
given moment. This is a constraint on information processing within ACT-R 6.0 and it represents some human information
processing constraints, e.g. a visual buffer represents the selectiveness of human visual attention. Every module operates
in a serial manner, for example a declarative memory module can retrieve only one item at a given moment; however,
modules within the system operate asynchronously and in parallel. Items retrieved in declarative memory, called chunks,
represent declarative knowledge that is propositions about facts. Items retrieved in procedural memory that is productions,
represent procedural knowledge (skills). ACT-R 6.0 architecture is activation-based. The declarative memory has the form
of a semantic web where chunks have different levels of activationwhich reflect their usage with chunks frequently used or
chunks used recently having greater activation. Activation spreads in the web automatically. It contains two components:
one representing a degree according to which a given chunkmatches the current context and one representing noise which
makes a retrieval process probabilistic. Every production in the procedural memory has a set of conditions in the declarative
memory, as well as in the visual buffer, and a set of actions that create new nodes or associations in the declarative memory
or that specify actions which have to be performed by a manual module. Chunks cannot act by themselves, they need
production rules. For using a chunk two productions should be processed, one that requests this chunk from the declarative
memory and the second which harvests it from the retrieval buffer and does something with it which is an example of
communication interactions. Since ACT-R is goal directed, chunks are usually retrieved in order to reach a specified goal.
For every production rule there is a real value attachedprovidedby autility function. Theutility is calculated by the system
on the basis of cost estimation i.e. time needed for achieving the goal and the estimate of achieving that goal if the production
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Fig. 14. Overview of ACT-R 6.0. Solid blocks represent functional elements of ACT-R 6.0 while solid arrows show mutual interactions between them. Dash
block represents the environment (externalworld)while dash lines represent interactions between the ACT-R 6.0 system and the environment: perception,
the influence of the environment on the visual module, and action, the influence of manual module on the environment.
is chosen. ACT-R 6.0, like its predecessors, is equipped with learning mechanisms. It has direct declarative learning where
new chunks or associations created by productions have high activation to start with and if they are frequently chosen,
they maintain that high activation. New productions can be created; if some productions are executed sequentially, when
a condition of the first production matches the initial situation while the action of the last corresponds to a particular goal,
they are composed in one production, consisting of the first condition and the last action. ACT-R 6.0 employs also learning
mechanisms which update activations of chunks and utilities of productions. The parameters used to calculate the utility
based on experience are also constantly updated providing a continuous tuning effect, the values of utilities are greater with
the use of their productions and smaller with the disuse). The chunks and productions can be selected with some noise,
but an item with the highest activation or utility has greater probability of being selected even though other items can be
chosen. This may produce errors, but it also enables ACT-R to explore evolving knowledge and strategies. Thus, the learning
mechanisms and noisy selections allow ACT-R 6.0 to interact dynamically with an environment, to learn from experience
and especially to harness the environment in achieving its goals. The ACT-R system can be used in multi-agent simulations
for steering the behavior of a particular agent within a coalition cooperating together where an ACT-R based agent interacts
with other ACT-R based agents [66,67,71]. In addition, the ACT-R system is composed of mutually interacting components.
These two things make hierarchical interactions within the ACT-R system possible. Therefore ACT-R can be treated as an
example of a highly interactive complex granule which can be involved in hierarchical interactions.
9. Conclusions
This paper presents examples of interactions between different types of granules derived from information systems,
together with the proposal of a formal approach to interactive computations. The fundamental role of the information
systems in modeling interactive computations was emphasized. This paper stressed the necessity of further development
of the adaptive judgment methods for approximate reasoning about constructed granules as a crucial step in understanding
interactive computations. In particular, the necessity of using inductive strategies relevant for the discovery of new features,
the extension of approximation spaces, conflict resolution, tuning of quality measures, the discovery of approximate
reasoning schemes from data and domain knowledge, the adaptive judgment based on beliefs, the adaptive learning of
concepts on the basis of histories of computations for the prediction of actions or plans, the hierarchy discovery (different
levels with features and structural objects), reasoning by analogy, learning protocols for cooperation or competition,
coalition formation are all examples of tasks in which adaptive judgment is involved.
In our current projects, we are developing strategies for adaptive judgment aiming to solve such tasks as the discovery
of process models and their features from data, the structure of interactions and the strategies for the discovery of new
features.
A new rich class of interactions appears when we analyze interactions within time, for example, we take time series or
their parts as values of attributes. This research is aimed at the construction of a granule interaction based on language for
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themodeling of computations on the spatio-temporal information granules of different types. Such computations can result
from, among other things, searching strategies for new properties or searching strategies for the structures of interactions
between processes discovered in data. This paper presents an introductory step toward this objective.
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